
AïZEA is a Maison of haute maroquinerie, with a
Basque identity. The founder, Joakin Echeverria,
creates accessories for men which reflect his
values and the authenticity of his native region.
Elegant. Functional. Generous. AïZEA goes to
essential, with heart, and a touch of pepper.

Born from a passion for leather
His collections reflect Joakin’s love for leather. He particularly enjoys relief materials
such as finely grained skins or scales. 
 
His leather of heart is the Taurillon, which he sources from an historic tannery in
Espelette, located in the Basque Country. He loves this leather, a natural grain, as
velvety as robust. Vibrant. Especialy in the depth of its colors.
His background led him to work the precious leathers, like the Python and
wild mississippiensis Alligator. Joakin masters the art of jigging and cutting to create
exceptional pieces. The skins are selected according to the strict rules of the CITES
certification, guaranteeing the protection of the species.
 
AïZEA makes his pieces in the French and Spanish Basque country, as well as in
Portugal, in workshops that value the hand, the know-how, and the know-how-to-
be.

Crafts and heart
The AïZEA style is imbued with the Basque country. He is raw, masculine, precise.
We find the graphic lines of the Basque ball pediment of the emblematic Villa
Leihorra. The geometry of its Art Deco architecture, the whitewashed facades
inspired each of its collections. We plunge into the colors of the region: chilli red,
bottle green, ultramarine blue.
Joakin values the function, and the beauty of the finishes. 

[a-ï-çéa]: the “wind” in Basque language



Our collections
Each of the collections is thought for the trip. From the briefcase to the travel bag,
all the details make sense. Leather patch pockets for smartphone, business cards,
large zipped pocket, the bottom of the bag is in leather, and a compartment to
securely store your tablet.

Welcome,
You will understand, AïZEA offers a masculine fashion, in a generous and friendly
spirit. It is above all a personal initiative that Joakin likes to share.
 
Visit the Parisian store, 62 Galerie Vivienne, in the 2nd arrondissement, to discover
all the unique creations of AïZEA.
 

www.aizea-paris.com
contact@aizea-paris.com

www.instagram.com/aizea_official/

www.facebook.com/aizea.maroquiniercontemporain/

24h Bag
Taurillon Leather

 

Briefcase
Taurillon Leather

 

Backpack
Nylon & Taurillon Leather

Belt
Taurillon Leather

Pouch
Taurillon Leather

Card Holder
Taurrilon Leather
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